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Abstract: Howard Thurman receives little mention in many contemporary discussions on
preaching. Yet, his era recognized – at least in part – his homiletical genius. In 1953, Thurman
was named one of the twelve greatest preachers in the United States by Life Magazine.2 The
field of homiletics still has much to gain by revisiting Thurman’s genius in preaching. For
Thurman, preaching is more than an exercise that gives voice to biblical, theological, doctrinal,
and social studies. Thurman views preaching as an act of spirit. This is the thesis I uphold in
this paper. First, I will broach briefly the significance of Thurman by traversing his professional
accomplishments. Second, I will expose the basic tenants of Thurman’s homiletical theory.
Finally, I will suggest implications for Thurman’s integration into homiletical study.
The Significance of Howard Thurman
Howard Thurman, born in 1899 and a native of Daytona Beach, FL, had a profound
career as a preacher. He was formally educated at Morehouse College, Rochester Theological
Seminary, and Haverford College. In 1932, Thurman was appointed to the faculty of Howard
University‟s School of Religion and, in the course of his tenure, was designated the dean of
Rankin Chapel. Thurman was the third person (and the first African American) to ever be named
the dean of a university chapel in the United States. In 1944, Thurman moved to San Francisco
to co-pastor the Church for the Fellowship of All Peoples, an interdenominational church with a
mission to cross lines of race, class, and culture (and later the lines of faith). This was the first
church of its kind to be born in the United States.3 Nine years later, he accepted the position as
the Dean of Boston University‟s Marsh Chapel. Thurman was the first African American dean of
a Caucasian university chapel.
Thurman‟s impact was quite impressive. He conversed with great minds such as Rufus
Jones, Gandhi, and Martin Luther King, Jr. Marcus Boulware, in his survey of African American
orators in the twentieth century (1900-1968), names Thurman the African American theologian
of his era and marvels at the depth of his sermons.4 Both Ralph Turnbull and Joseph Washington
feel that Thurman makes a unique contribution to the canon of African American preachers,
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particularly in the areas of theology and spirituality. They also marvel at how Thurman‟s
apparent inactivity in the Civil Rights Movement did not diminish his ministerial proficiency.5
Thurman‟s historic ministerial and homiletical career – with many more highlights and
impressions than are named here – broke down many racial (as well as class, cultural,
denominational, and religious) barriers before the formal Civil Rights Movement reached
widespread prominence and is worthy of more than a mere mention in the field of homiletical
history.
Thurman’s Homiletical Theory
Thurman’s View of Worship
In order to comprehend Thurman‟s homiletic, his understanding of worship must first be
realized. Thurman, in his essay “Worship and Word,” describes the sermon as “a part of the total
worship experience.”6 He defines worship in this way:
The act of worship is the highest act of celebration of the human spirit. It is the moment
of all moments when the worshipper “images” [one‟s self] in the presence of [one‟s]
God, when [one] has a sense of encounter with the supreme object of [one‟s] devotion,
where [one] is stripped of everything that is not literal and irreducible in [one‟s self] and
the ultimate grounds of [one‟s] self-respect are laid bare to [that one]. In such an
experience and at such a moment, [the person] is not a Unitarian or a Trinitarian, an
American or a European, male or female, white or black, but a human spirit in vital touch
with what [that person] recognizes as the God and Creator of [one‟s own] spirit. It is as if
the tidal wave of communal fellowship which [one] experiences in the congregation casts
[one] up to the surface, and [that one] stands there alone.7
Thurman states that the human spirit encounters God in worship. Thus, he contends that a service
of worship speaks “to the timeless needs and aspirations of the human spirit.”8 From Thurman‟s
definition of worship, he suggests that corporate worship results in each participant encountering
God individually. However, Thurman maintains that “the service of worship is communal and
only incidentally is there a stellar role.”9 He bases this thought on the assumption that the
contributions of every person in a worship service are equally significant regardless of that
person‟s leadership status. Therefore, the worship service has a nature of commonality which
addresses and has room for each worshipper‟s particularity:
Those who come to worship…come as human beings…. They want to be understood, to
be cared for, to have their spirits warmed by human fires…. This is the common tie that
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binds and holds. They come from a wide variety of personal and private predicaments….
In the service of worship, each must find [one‟s own] place, and for each somewhere in
the service must be found a moment which claims [that one] and speaks to [one‟s]
condition.10
Since the service of worship attends to a person‟s innermost being, Thurman advocates for great
sensitivity in its construction. Each element should be carefully selected and ordered. All of the
components chosen “must be subordinate to the mood and need of worship.”11
With this understanding of worship, Thurman proposes that the sermon is usually
conceived by preachers in one of two manners. The preacher can see the sermon as “independent
of the so-called worship experience,”12 which separates the preaching moment from the rest of
the service and challenges the communal momentum that the worshippers have helped to create.
On the other hand, the preacher can view the sermon as “an integral part of the creative
experience which is shared by all the worshippers.”13 Thurman identifies with the latter
perspective and claims that this understanding “confirms and sustains the unity” of the worship
service.14 In more precise terms, he states:
Ideally, the sermon is a lung through which the worship service breathes one breath and
the worship service is the lung through which the sermon breathes one breath. When this is
achieved, the worshippers sense that through the sermon, all the meaning that they had
been experiencing up to that moment is made uniquely available to each as [one‟s] private
insight, despite the collective and binding act of the worship experience itself. I think this
is what is meant when a worshipper says to the preacher, “It‟s as if you were speaking
directly to me.”15
Thurman feels that the sermon is intimately connected to the worship service and that, in like
manner to the service, the sermon must support “the human spirit in its great quest for meaning,
for significance, and for intentional living.”16 In this way, the entirety of the worship service is a
continual flow of spiritual nurture and guidance for all worshippers.
Thurman’s View of the Sermon
The sermon, for Thurman, is an outgrowth of the preacher‟s spiritual and academic
preparation. He states:
The sermon is the distillation of the thinking, reading, observation, brooding and
mediation of the preacher. The assumption is that it is [one‟s] privilege to withdraw from
the traffic of life periodically and regularly in order that [one] may take the kind of long
hard look at the world, the society, [one‟s] fellows, and speak the authentic word which
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will stimulate the mind, inform even as [one] kindles the emotions, and inspire [one‟s]
fellows to live the good life responsibly.17
Interestingly, Thurman does not depict the preacher‟s sermon preparation as just the study of a
biblical text. Rather, the preacher prepares by studying texts, praying, and observing human
affairs. Even though the preacher may withdraw from the normal flow of life in order to ready
himself or herself for preaching, Thurman points out that the preacher, though fulfilling a
specific mission by preaching, is still “making the same journey” as those with whom he or she
is preaching.18 Therefore, the sermon must be inclusive – attending to speaker and hearers as
equals in the human quest for meaning.
In addition to being inclusive, the sermon has several more tasks according to Thurman.
He states that the sermon must stimulate the mind, inform and kindle the emotions, and inspire
hearers to live responsibly. By placing emphasis on the sermon stimulating, informing, kindling,
and inspiring the hearers (reminiscent of Augustine‟s homiletical requirements to inform,
delight, and motivate listeners), Thurman indicates that preaching must address the whole person
– head and heart. Thurman also declares that the preacher must do three things in the sermon:
project the goal of a community that “includes more and more the entire human race,”19 point out
the path by which this goal can be realized for the individual and the collective, and uncover the
“resources upon which…people may draw that can be enabling in this process…resources
which…are to be found in God.”20 The preacher must do this dynamically. Thurman does not
feel that the preaching moment should be tranquil or bereft of passion:
The sermon is not a lecture…not merely an academic or intellectual exercise for the
mind; it is not a commonplace homily that lulls into quiescence or sedation; no--the
sermon must always have the smell of ammonia about it. It must be vital and
contagious.21
Hence, the sermon is intimate and alive. This is due, in part, to the preacher‟s spiritual
attentiveness. According to Thurman, “[t]he preacher…must speak out of the struggle of [the
preacher‟s] own spirit and out of the insights which sometimes [the preacher] must wrest from
the stubborn and often recalcitrant grip of hard idea and whole rational process.”22 Here,
Thurman attributes his line of thought to his homiletics instructor at Rochester. The professor
told Thurman‟s class that the preacher is not required to preach a great sermon. Instead, the
preacher must wrestle with a great idea.23
For Thurman, the preacher’s wrestling with a great idea – in both sermon preparation
and the preaching moment – is an act of spirit. In his essay “The Word,” Thurman frames this
thought well.24 The preacher‟s wrestling in sermon preparation is an engagement with her or his
imagination:
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It is the peculiar quality of mind that enables [one] to stand in [one‟s] own place, defined
by the uniqueness of [one‟s] life‟s story, and project [one‟s self] into another person‟s life
or situation. [That one] makes sounding there, looking out upon life through the other‟s
eyes, even as [the one] remains [one‟s self]. It is to inform one‟s self of the view from
“the other side.” Most children have this; it is my guess that it is one of the reasons why
the Master insisted that we must become as children if we are to enter the Kingdom of
Heaven.25
It is the preacher‟s Gift of Imagination that enables [that preacher] to make available to
[the] hearers the outpourings of a compassionate spirit, a tender heart, and an
understanding mind. At such moments of outpouring in [the] pulpit, the word becomes
flesh and [the preacher] shares with God in the great work of healing and redeeming and
blessing.26
However, Thurman feels that imagination must be guided by facts. Imagination that disregards
factual accuracy is exaggeration:
[Exaggeration] is apt to be a vehicle for exhibiting one‟s ego, for the vanity of “point
making” and various other forms of self-aggrandizement. A disciplined imagination is
very different. Its function is to provide windows for the mind and spirit to look out upon
the landscape and see the mighty works of God among the children of [humanity].27
Imagination is the gift that allows the preacher to relate to her or his hearers. This is why
Thurman believes that the preacher‟s imagination must be accompanied by social relevancy and
historical accuracy:
The preacher must take the time, the care, and must have the marked integrity that will
demand of [that preacher] that [the] facts be correct, accurate. (To speak personally for a
moment. I always assume that there is at least one person in my congregation who knows
more about the facts I am presenting than I do. There is the widest range of movement in
the interpretation of facts but the facts themselves must be the facts, honestly and
accurately set forth.)
In addressing [one‟s self] to the times in which [the preacher and the preacher‟s]
people are living, [the preacher] must take pains to know what [the preacher] is talking
about. Wherever possible, [the preacher‟s] information must be first hand. [The preacher]
must not lean too heavily upon authorities unless in [the preacher‟s] judgment they have
won the right to be authorities. This means study, investigation, reading, digesting. And
that takes time. It is the preacher‟s sense of fact that is the raw material which [the
preacher‟s] gift of imagination uses to discern the Hand of God at work in the world of
[humans] and things…. Always [the preacher‟s] first question is, What are the facts?28
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A preacher‟s imagination cannot ignore the reality of world affairs and human conditions.
Furthermore, a preacher must strive to learn these affairs and conditions through rigorous and
often lengthy study. This can - and in certain subjects must - include consulting experts.29
However, the preacher should never feel as if his or her mastery of the facts makes him or her an
absolute authority about those facts. As a matter of fact, the preacher‟s goal is not to become an
authority of those facts; rather, the preacher must take his or her mastery and attempt to detect –
even interpret – God‟s movement in the world.30 The preacher couples this discernment with an
identification of the listener‟s social location and needs (through the gift of imagination) in order
to preach effectively. Yet, the preacher‟s sense of fact (as well as his or her gift of imagination)
is only sealed by the preacher‟s careful attention to his or her spirituality:
The miracle of holy insight that pervades the brooding mind of a [person] who seeks to
understand the will and the purpose of God, as revealed in the events in the world of
[humanity] and nature, is the special grace that comes to the preacher who has put [one‟s]
mind and life at the disposal of God.
All of this is to say that the preacher must address [one‟s self] to the problem of
the day under the aspect of the Eternal. In [one‟s] interpretation of these problems, [one]
must remain true to [one‟s] calling and [one‟s] dedication.31
Facts do not outweigh the preacher‟s spirituality. The preacher‟s spirituality helps her or him to
interpret the facts that she or he learns. Thus, the preacher‟s gift of imagination and sense of fact
are to operate under the light of the gospel and through the preacher‟s encounter with God.
Likewise, Thurman considers preaching as an act of spirit in which the preacher
communicates her or his wrestling to the hearers. Note how Thurman designates the act of
preaching:
For me the sermon is an act of worship in which the preacher exposes [the preacher‟s]
spirit and mind as they seek to reveal the working of the spirit of the living God upon
them. It is a searching moment! The atmosphere is one charged with the dynamics of
worship and the surrender and commitment which worship inspires.32
To say that Thurman‟s homiletical theory is one of spirituality is not to profess a farfetched
claim. Instead, this thesis exposes the “warp and woof” of Thurman‟s preaching ideal.
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Yet, Thurman does not divorce his spiritual view of preaching from the mechanics
therein. Thurman gives this insight:
Preaching is a skill, a technique and an art. It requires a particular kind of discipline
because the critical tool is the spoken word. The preacher must be on friendly terms and
intimate terms with the private life and particular history of the word. …. The critical
tool for the preacher is the word.33
Thurman expects the preacher to be a master of words; however, this authority should cooperate
with that preacher‟s spirituality. This keeps the preacher from being just an etymological expert;
rather, she or he is “alive with the meaning which [she or] he thinks and feels and shares.”34
Moreover, the preacher‟s command of words should not result in an exercise of eloquence;
rather, her or his ever expanding vocabulary must attempt to convey the heart of her or his
thinking. It follows that the spirit of a sermon, the spiritual dynamic within the preaching
moment, is directly related to the spirit of the preacher and that of the congregation. “All this
means that the sermon is the vehicle through which the word becomes flesh and bone for
preacher and congregation.”35 Somehow the preacher‟s spirituality, the result of her or his
encounter with God, the preacher‟s wrestling with a grand idea, and the preacher‟s sense of the
needs of her or his listeners is most often communicated through words. With his rich
understanding of human speech, Thurman is not amazed by the human tendency “to worship the
sound of [the human] voice.”36 He believes that this idolatry is based on the fallacy that
communication is satisfied by mere speech. Consequently, Thurman is not surprised at the
mistrust humanity gives to silence.37
However, Thurman is clear about the value of silence in preaching. He writes, “…[I]t is
out of silence that all sound comes; it is in stillness that the word is fashioned for the meaning it
conveys.”38 Thus, silence becomes just as useful as speech for Thurman. Evans E. Crawford
highlights the sermon pause as one of the most powerful homiletical devices Thurman employs
in his preaching.39 In the pause, Thurman highlights the premier task of the preacher:
communication. Communication, for Thurman, is not based solely on spoken words. He notes
33
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that there was communication among humans before human speech developed and that
contemporary humanity often returns to this kind of communication:
It is for this reason that even now when feelings move to their profoundest level we
become inarticulate, speechless. It is as if the mind dropped back into a vast continuum.
Have you not observed that there comes a time in any profound relationship between two
human beings when words seem at once inadequate, too limited? Communication, then,
takes place in a dimension of relatedness which obtained prior to the spoken word.40
For Thurman, the critical tool of the preacher, the spoken word, is a limited tool because it –
regardless of its ability to be rich in meaning – cannot convey the fullness of the gospel. How
then can one receive God‟s message? Thurman suggests that communication happens in a
dimension of relatedness. This is the space the preacher, in her or his encounter with God during
sermon preparation and preaching, carves out with her or his imagination. Thurman clarifies the
idea of a dimension of relatedness:
…[T]he word, with all of its limitations and strictures, if it is to illumine the mind
and warm the heart with the dynamics of the gospel, it must be a part of what I am
calling, for convenience, a community of meaning. There can be no communication
between people through the medium of language if the agendas are not the same. It is the
common agenda of meaning that gives to the word its power to communicate. If when I
talk to you I am talking from one agenda of meaning which is different from your agenda
of meaning, then what I am saying cannot be heard by you. The assumption in our
religion is that the religious experience is the essence of the common agenda out of which
the word is spoken and by which the listeners listen. To state it categorically and in fine:
The testimony of the spirit of which the preacher’s word is a form of witness finds a
response in the witness of the spirit in the heart of the listener. The common experience of
the living God is the continuum of meaning out of which the preacher preaches and with
which the listeners listen. A preacher may be brilliant, eloquent, erudite, and articulate,
but a sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal if his [or her] words are not a witness to the
spirit. A preacher may be slow of speech, fumbling with ineptitude, even unlettered,
while the word that [the preacher] utters strikes fire to the heart. There is no substitute for
the preacher‟s experience with the words to which [the preacher] gives utterance.41
Thurman‟s dimension of relatedness is a spiritual dimension. It is born out of the religious
experience – the spirituality – of both the preacher and the listeners. The preacher has an
encounter with God and chooses words that attempt to convey the meaning of that interaction,
witness to the spirit of that interaction, and hopefully reflect the spirit of the encounter listeners
may have with God. Even though language (and silence) cannot fully express what the preacher
needs to say, the preacher speaks out of and to the common place of religious experience by
establishing her or his spirit alongside that of the listeners as the community of meaning – or the
dimension of relatedness. When the meaning of an experience is too large for language, Thurman
proposes locating and employing words that invoke the spirituality of the preacher and the
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listeners. Thus, “meaning [will] transcend the limitation of language and move directly into the
stream of the life of the hearers.”42
Therefore, preaching – the preacher‟s wrestling in sermon preparation and in the
preaching moment – is an act of spirit. Thurman‟s homiletic clearly defines preaching in this
manner. Spirit, in this case, does not deny academic study in favor of imagination and prayer;
rather, spirit requires study to accompany the spiritual disciplines of the preacher. Spirit, for
Thurman, does not evoke traditional Trinitarian dogma and imagery. Instead, spirit is inclusive
of God‟s spirit and the human spirits of both preacher and hearers. Subsequently, in the act of
preaching, Thurman believes that the preacher relates the encounter of her or his spirit with
God‟s spirit in sermon preparation to the encounters the hearers‟ spirits have had with God‟s
spirit prior to the preaching moment in the context of worship, where the spirits of God,
preacher, and hearers are in communion.
Advancing the Homiletical Discourse
While Thurman‟s homiletical theory has a number of implications (which will be
addressed in the final section), his idea that common religious experience is the ground for
theological communication has much to offer to the field of homiletics.43 Though Thurman
designates the word as the critical tool for the preacher, he recognizes that communication of
meaning in the sermon is not ultimately dependent upon language. Rather, Thurman‟s homiletic
is based on a communal, pre-lingual spirituality.
Thurman‟s thought differs from that of David Buttrick. For Buttrick the sermon is
primarily a linguistic and conscious event: “Sermons are a movement of language from one idea
to another, each idea being shaped in a bundle of words. Thus, when we preach we speak in
formed modules of language arranged in some patterned sequence. These modules of language
we will call „moves.‟”44 Furthermore, Buttrick posits that the language used by the preacher
forms in consciousness:
“In designing separate moves a preacher will be attempting to form conceptual
understanding in communal consciousness. Thus, moves will be shaped in such a way as
to form in consciousness, as do most human understandings – as a gestalt of modeling,
imaging, affective attitudes, and concept.”45
Without this formation, according to Buttrick, the sermon is devoid of meaning.46 For Thurman,
on the other hand, human communication is built largely on elements which are pre-conscious
and pre-verbal. He states, “For language is late in the development of [humanity] on the
planet.”47 Here, communication consists of utterances (and pauses) that are mediated by the
feelings (religious experience) of those involved in discourse.48
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Thurman‟s pre-linguistic grounding for theological communication is also quite different
from some of the ideals of narrative preaching, especially those in the postliberal mode. The
“biblical narrative…stands at the heart of narrative preaching‟s project.”49 For Thurman, the
shared, pre-lingual, spiritual dimension is the core of preaching. Narrative preaching‟s response
to Thurman is that “the world of biblical narrative stands in contrast to the narratives of the
world and claims a primacy over them.”50 The postliberal voices of narrative preaching warn
against Thurman‟s view. For them, the dimension of relatedness as an approach to preaching and
faith undermines the uniqueness of Jesus.51 Charles Campbell, a noted postliberal narrative
homiletician, states, “Jesus is not a unique subject independent of us, but is rather absorbed into
human experience and general „truths‟ about life; he is not the subject of his own predicates, but
is, in fact the predicate of another subject: „human experience.‟”52 Campbell would worry about
Thurman‟s shared, pre-linguistic, spiritual grounding making Jesus solely human – ordinary. For
Thurman, Jesus was both human and divine; however, Jesus‟ divinity, for Thurman, was
something every person could achieve.53 Campbell claims that this robs Jesus of his uniqueness.
Thurman‟s ideas suggest that Campbell‟s stance makes Jesus the object of religion, i.e. it makes
Jesus equal to God. Regarding Jesus as religious object (God) brings a divisive nature according
to Thurman. This view sets the Christian religion as better than other religions since its primary
teacher has equal status with God.54 Thurman contends that his stance does not lessen the
significance of Jesus. Jesus‟ significance is rooted in the quality of his encounter with God.
Jesus‟ resultant spirituality inspires humanity to follow his model.55 This is the spirituality that
Thurman hopes to achieve in the dimension of relatedness.
Thurman‟s idea of shared, pre-lingual, spiritual experience grounding preaching is also
different from the ideal of inductive preaching. According to Richard Eslinger, “For an inductive
approach, the real, lived experience of those within the community of faith is essential to the
formation of the sermon and, in conjunction with the text, provides the sermon‟s message.”56
Fred Craddock is the key figure in adding this type of pastoral sensitivity to the homiletical
discipline. Craddock maintains that preaching should have movement so that the sermon creates
interest and “allows the hearers to arrive at a common destination.”57 On the surface, one may
think that Craddock and Thurman are in sync. Yet, Craddock‟s inductive emphasis is conscious
and verbal while Thurman‟s dimension of relatedness is pre-conscious and pre-verbal.
Though Thurman‟s vision for preaching is incongruent with several viewpoints in the
homiletical field, Crawford identifies where Thurman‟s communal, pre-linguistic, spiritual
dimension for preaching resonates: the call and response of African American preaching.
Crawford, a student of Thurman at Boston University, knows well the ambivalent relationship
between the Black Church and Thurman and how Thurman‟s style of preaching was vastly
different from the whooping/chanted sermons that (whether correctly or not) have come to
49
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symbolize African American preaching. Nevertheless, Crawford proffers Thurman as an
example of call and response preaching from the African American religious tradition. Here is
his testimony:
Howard Thurman advanced my theology and spiritual formation through the use of pause
and silence. The climate of silence he offered revealed my need to recognize its
significance, and to accept it as something shared by the preacher with the entire
congregation. I had majored so long in my concept of preaching as content that I had
become deaf and blind to the importance of “climate.” As I became more familiar with
Thurman and his spiritual quest, I realized that in both his preaching and praying he
sought not to pray for you but to create or establish a climate where he could pray along
with you. If that is not participant proclamation, then I do not know what is. It is a true
profile of silence shared.58
Crawford points out that Thurman‟s pre-linguistic, pre-conscious, shared, spiritual dimension –
which provides a base for Thurman‟s theological communication – is displayed in Thurman‟s
pauses and moments of silence in his sermons. Through silence, Thurman sought to be connected
to his hearers by setting a mood. Not only did Thurman establish a climate, but he also created a
space for his hearers to join in the silence. Here, Crawford is claiming that call and response in
African American preaching in not monolithic.
Interestingly, Crawford could not perceive this in his first encounter with Thurman.
When Crawford and his wife first heard Thurman pray, his wife said that it was a chief moment
in her spiritual life. Crawford was confused because the lengthy silence of Thurman‟s prayer led
him to think that Thurman was being overly dramatic. Crawford, after hearing his spouse, began
to understand that his “professional expectations and habits” prevented him from connecting
with the very thing that Thurman was offering – “silence.”59
The notion of pause is not overlooked in homiletics. The pause is usually viewed as the
device that provides transitional assistance in preaching. According to Buttrick, pauses serve to
separate moves and to give greater attention to the upcoming move.60
However, Crawford is uncovering something more profound with Thurman‟s use of
silence. Silence is pre-lingual and preconscious. Silence is the context for sound. Silence is easily
shared. While Buttrick lifts up the dramatic effect of silence and pause, Crawford offers an
alternative observation:
Nobody made use of the pause like Howard Thurman. Students who have traveled
hundreds of miles to hear him speak, have been known to call him great just for rising,
standing at the pulpit or podium, rubbing his hands over his face, and looking skyward
before uttering his first word. His pauses initially seemed to embody what speakers call
“the dramatic pause.” Yet the pause for which he is well known seems to go beyond the
merely dramatic.The spells of silence that were a part of his speaking are related more to
meditation, and are best called “meditative pauses” given what went before and after
them.61
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Just as a preacher‟s preparation in exegesis, history, sociology, theology, pastoral care,
homiletical form, language, and delivery can become apparent in the preaching moment,
Thurman‟s spiritual preparation was evinced in the pauses and silent moments of his preaching.
Thurman claims that a discipline of meditation will result in a life that is submitted to the
movement (or rather stillness) of meditation. Thurman says, “[I]t will lay hold upon us with its
healing, without being bidden. What we discipline ourselves to use will in time use us. This is
the experience of all who have accustomed themselves to meditation….”62 In addition to
connecting with his hearers, Thurman hints that he connects with God during his homiletical
pauses.
Furthermore, God may be the initiator of one or more of Thurman‟s pauses. According to
James Earl Massey, another disciple of Thurman, “[i]n the pulpit, Thurman was prepared for
preaching but he did not view his forethought as his final thought; he remained open in the pulpit
to catch aspects of insight that he had not sensed while planning his sermon design.”63 This is
why Crawford states that Thurman‟s use of pause “represents a deeper dimension. Maybe it can
be called a „devotional pause.‟”64 Perhaps, Thurman was listening to God in the silence. He may
have been allowing his hearers to listen for God. Thurman was possibly creating space for him
and his hearers to just be. In all these options, the encounter with God is possible. The encounter
with God in these moments of homiletical pauses is pre-lingual, preconscious, shared, and
spiritually formative. This is the dimension of relatedness for Thurman.
Establishing a dimension of relatedness was one of Thurman‟s chief goals. In so doing,
Thurman pushes the field of homiletics to look at the work of Stephen Yarbrough and certain
other philosophical pragmatists.65 Yarbrough‟s conception of communication has some parallels
to Thurman‟s dimension of relatedness. Yarbrough notes the several of the pragmatists‟ ideas on
discourse study: “Language…does not exist. Utterances, however are real…every utterance, true
or false, alters the world…Discourse is motivated by the perception of differences…The best
62
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motivation for discourse, therefore, is inquiry about the causes of the differences we
perceive….”66 Although Thurman believed in the existence of language, he acknowledged the
limitation of language. Further, communication (discourse) for Thurman is the ultimate concern
in preaching and depends on utterances and silence. In the end, Thurman hoped to overcome the
boundaries that divided people through his dimension of relatedness. Yarbrough seeks a similar
telos in the study of discourse:
The enabling belief of discourse studies is that we and others live in one world and that
each of us individually needs each other to survive healthily, happily, and productively in
that world. Only through others do we think, feel, learn at all. Our differences from
others interest us because those differences suggest causes that might affect us.
Respectful discourse with humans – always ultimately an inquiry into our differences
from them – is what makes us human. Whatever cuts us off from others, including the
belief that our language or culture is incommensurable with theirs, lessens our humanity
and diminishes our world.67
Thurman worked in hopes that the world would be more and more human. Through words and
silence, he preached about how all of creation is moving toward “common ground.” Thurman
agrees that to block community lessens humanity. Additionally, he puts forth a theology –
obstacles that divide humanity are “against life. If it is against life, I think it is doomed. If it‟s
against life, it‟s against God. If it‟s against God, it can‟t stand.”68
Implications
Howard Thurman provides an entrance into this intersection of homiletics and spirituality
that is unique. While there are others (St. Augustine and Henri Nouwen for example) who are
credited with having a homiletic that focuses on spirituality and worship, none stand in the place
of Thurman. Thurman provides a perspective that is unashamedly African American and
supportive of the movement to eradicate racism (even though there was a critical distance
between Thurman and the formal Civil Rights Movement).69 Thurman‟s life witnessed a home
country and Christian churches that enabled biases against minorities, women, and those of nonChristian faiths. In turn, the homiletic of Thurman sought “common ground” for race, culture,
gender, and religion. Amazingly, he was able to exercise his homiletic from the pulpits of both
the church and the academy.
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Today, both the church and academy can benefit from Thurman‟s homiletic. In churches
striving for interfaith and multicultural worship, Thurman‟s preaching is a natural fit. It allows
each person to find God in her or himself and to build connections with others across all
significant boundaries. In the religious academy, Thurman‟s model will foster interdisciplinary
scholarship along the lines of biblical studies, studies in spirituality, homiletics, sociology of
religion, Black Church studies, and theology. What is wonderful is that the application of
Thurman – even in a theoretical field – urges scholarship to seek practical grounding.
The possibility of Thurman‟s promise is greatest in the homiletics classroom. Though his
homiletical theory may not be sufficient for an entire course, his work can be very useful. For
example, an introductory course on preaching can begin with discussions on spirituality and how
spirituality is connected with preaching and the person of the preacher. An exploration into
spiritual disciplines (e.g., prayer and meditation) and their integration into sermon preparation
can follow. At this point, extemporaneous sermon assignments may be given. Even though the
student may have little or no preaching experience, the exercises will be helpful in that the
student will be forced to rely on her or his spirituality in addition to her or his biblical
knowledge.
Thurman‟s sermons and writings bring the matters of spirituality, particularly worship
and spiritual formation, to the homiletical forefront. If taken seriously, Thurman‟s work can
inspire homiletics instructors, who typically assume the spiritual foundation for preaching, to
introduce issues of spirituality in their curriculums. For those homileticians who regularly
participate in such an endeavor without Thurman‟s perspective, Thurman‟s homiletic broadens
their pedagogy.70
I hope that Thurman‟s voice will be upheld, pursued, and critically examined by the field
of homiletics. With all of the violence done in the name of protecting boundaries, Thurman‟s
homiletic is needed. It demands that all preachers wrestle with the God that crosses all borders
and communicate the product of that struggle to all who are hungry for God. Thurman urges all
who are called to proclaim God‟s Word to attend to the preaching vocation as an act of spirit!
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